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CDM Electronics Receives Raytheon Integrated Defense Systems’ 
4-Star Supplier Excellence Award for the Second Time 

  
 

 

Turnersville, NJ, May 31, 2018...CDM Electronics, a premier authorized distributor of electronic 

connectors and cables, today announced it recently received Raytheon’s Integrated Defense Systems  

(IDS) business’  4-Star Supplier Excellence Award for their performance throughout 2017.  The Supplier 

Excellence Award program recognizes suppliers that consistently deliver outstanding service and 

partnership in exceeding customer requirements. CDM had also been presented with the prestigious 4-

Star Supplier Excellence Award in 2015. 

 

Raytheon IDS honored only 55 out of over 3,000 candidates with the 4-Star Supplier Excellence Award, 

placing CDM in the top 5% of all eligible suppliers.   Candidates were evaluated based on a range of 

criteria, which included overall product quality, on-time delivery, and exceptional performance.  The 

company provides Raytheon’s worldwide facilities with over 125 types of standard and semi-custom 

interconnect devices, as well as value-added cable assembly services.   CDM’s interconnect solutions 

support Raytheon’s Global Patriot™ Solutions missile defense system, Command and Control Systems, 

Undersea Systems, and Above Water Sensors Program. 

 

CDM supplies full lines of standard and specialty connectors including circular, Mil-Spec, DIN, power, 

PROFIBUS, rectangular, and RF devices to a broad spectrum of Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) 

worldwide.  The company employs documented and controlled systems in its value-added division, which 

specializes in mission critical cable assembly, including custom cable assembly, military cable assembly, 

power cable assembly, and box builds.  CDM’s ISO and AS9100 Certified headquarters is in Turnersville, 

NJ. 
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About CDM 

 

For 25 years, CDM Electronics has delivered interconnect product and cable assembly solutions to the 
world's leading aerospace, military, telecom, automotive, industrial, commercial, and alternative energy 

providers.  Renowned for its unsurpassed levels of customer service and support, the company supplies 
Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) with full lines of standard and specialty connectors including 

circular, Mil-Spec, DIN, power, PROFIBUS , rectangular, and RF devices. CDM employs documented and 

controlled systems in its value-added division, which specializes in mission critical cable assembly, 
including custom cable assembly, military cable assembly, power cable assembly, and box builds.  The 

company's ISO and AS9100 Certified headquarters is in Turnersville, NJ. Regional offices are located in 
Irvine, CA, Huntsville, AL, Plano, TX and Williamstown, NJ. 
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